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Introduction
The changing nature of work

Workplaces, and worker affiliations within, have fundamentally changed over 
the last few decades.  It didn’t happen at a certain moment or in a single event, 
but most of us have ample evidence that our work roles, workers or careers are 
no longer the same as they were across the last century.  A simple shifting of 
semantics from labor to talent, or from employees to human capital fails to cap-
ture what’s actually taking place.  More importantly, just changing descriptions 
fails to reliably enable our vital comprehension and effective responsiveness.  

There are many reasons for the deep currents of change taking place.  
Organizations and workers are each in possession of greater knowledge, meth-
ods and technologies than during the prior industrial and agrarian periods. 
Such resources include instant, pervasive (often free) information offering 
evergreen awareness and endless comparisons of how their work can be cre-
atively performed and rewarded.  Most working people and organizations now 
interplay while serving many masters, all the while surrounded by global com-
petition, relentless innovation and constant change. Expectations are elevated 
in both directions within most workplace relationships, as are the constant 
attractions of other seductive options. 

Traditional models of organizational paternalism in balance with recipro-
cal personal loyalty, which historically complemented each other, are now 
generally obsolete.  Equally, those workplace frameworks of antagonistic and 
zero-sum labor-management relations seldom offer real or lasting benefit to 
anyone any longer; and in most cases, this setting only generates strategic jeop-
ardy for both parties. Without doubt, today’s workplace is no place to dwell, 
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play or invest without an up-to-date literacy of how work “works”, whether you 
are an organizational manager, recruiter, worker or candidate! 

Fortunately, the emerging “forces of work” can be understood.  Furthermore, I 
find it possible that a practical platform of guiding knowledge can be applied by 
every leader, manager and recruiter; and equally important, by every worker and 
candidate of every profession.  Such knowledge can be utilized for mastering 
the design and pursuit of work relations in a manner so as to realize optimized 
outcomes, returns and rewards… for everyone involved.  Accordingly, it is the 
intent of this content that every constituent in the workplace understand and 
adopt these principles and common language as a shared, standardized means 
to gain and sustain what they respectively need, as well as effectively prevent 
that which they wish to avoid. 

Workers and organizations converge within the work role.  Each party arrives 
at the work role with severely different objectives, perspectives and aversions.  
This fact is filled with wonderful potential, for it allows each to respectively 
gain their needs while symbiotically benefiting the other. However, this also 
means the historical management model of “alignment” is now anemic and 
unreliable. 

Ultimately no organization has enduring power or absolute control of its 
work roles since they must be tailored to fit well within workers’ lives.   Each 
life possesses uniqueness, freewill, endless personal options and includes 
numerous other roles clamoring for attention (parent, spouse, etc.) and influ-
ences (friends, media, education, etc.) that are always shaping points of views. 
Conversely, a worker has only modest authority, at best, over their role’s 
design.  By definition of authority, each organization possesses an independent 
agenda coupled with bountiful options (alternative role designs and worker 
choices, varied affiliation models, automation, outsourcing, etc.) and severe 
accountability (to investors, competitive survival, etc.), in the recruitment and 
management of its work roles.  

Today it becomes more imperative that each party accurately appraise and 
effectively express their needs and requirements to the other party as they 
relate to a work role.  Equally crucial, each must empathetically assess, promise 
and deliver with precision, a clear and present value in service to the other par-
ty’s needs, so as to satisfy their own.  Organizations and workers are constantly 
making judgments on a singular basis of expected performance potential, 
metered relative to their other options.  

Every work role outcome and result, whether positive or negative, rests upon 
a variety of highly predictable causes and effects.  Desirable work role rewards 
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can be achieved and managed by the introduction of accurate modeling of 
causation, understanding and action.  All latent opportunities and lurking 
liabilities between workers and supervision have firm roots in largely determin-
able reasons and possibilities.  This inevitably leads to pleasing or frustrating, 
rewarding or costly consequences. Though this landscape certainly can be 
complex, it need not be mysterious or unmanageable, for it is understandable 
and navigable. 

Within yields management of work roles resides trustworthy leverage for all 
workplace players to apply in reaching their preferred destinations (such as 
functional performance and productivity, satisfaction, innovation, fulfillment, 
talent attraction and cooperative affinity).  In designing and managing for 
respective yields of work roles, each party can confidently play their function 
within a fluid dance of tensioned purposes, using the levers of reciprocal per-
formance for reciprocal gains. 

The principles expressed and instructed herein are what I believe comprise the 
universal building blocks of every work role’s foundation in every industry and 
throughout all societies where people and organizations conduct work rela-
tionships in freedom. The information herein should create greater awareness 
and respect for the factors that are taking place within healthy and unhealthy 
workplace relations.  It should amplify the predictability of success or failure 
before work relationships are formed.  With patience and endurance as the 
reader diligently traverses the many contexts within a work role, it is my hope 
that they will find beneficial enlightenment, or at least a more confident footing, 
as they move toward their objectives.  Applying the right means with expertise 
in this subject matter should consistently produce the desired effects (yields) 
for any practitioner of this applied science. Equally, problems, dysfunctions 
and toxic conflicts that may exist within a work role, worker or a career should 
be diagnosed, or better still, avoided completely, by effective (and sometimes 
creative) application of the frameworks and processes herein.  

My challenge and the intent of this content is to provide anyone desiring to 
improve, fill or seek a satisfying work role, however subjectively defined, with 
a well-lit path that they can rely upon to take them to their most attractive des-
tination, as well as to those thereafter.  Therefore, Career Fulcrum is written for 
everyone and is done so in the context of addressing each reader as “the work-
er” that we all are.  This preliminary volume instructs the basic frameworks that 
are the underpinnings of workplace relationships.    These are combined into 
a new science known as Relationship Performance™, which augments the pres-
ent “art” of talent management.  This content potentially can be used for career 
management, work role literacy and “the company manual” for everyone.  
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Career Fulcrum also offers the vital elementary and prerequisite aspects of 
instruction for all those who are in management, leadership, recruiting and 
organizational design (as well as hopefully generating greater empathy for the 
mind of the worker/candidate).   Work Role Yields Management Fundamentals 
(included in a subsequent volume) then advances beyond for the purpose of 
enabling all those with organizational responsibilities in the advanced diag-
nostics, design, deployment and continuous improvement of work roles.  

I am casual and informal in my writing style (…at least to the limits that those 
that follow behind me tolerate).  Though it may stretch your belief, I attempt 
to avoid this being an academic or scientific treatise, though there are points 
in which I simply must convey a degree of theory so that we will all have a 
dependable structure to construct our best thought and practice upon.  I may 
be redundant at times to place points firmly into the reader’s minds, generally 
from different angles.  From cover to cover there is a linear presentation of the 
material and you may critically consider this to be only one of a multitude of 
ways that such multidimensional circumstances can be considered and con-
sumed.  You would be right; and further, I cannot with any confidence state 
that I have chosen the best of all possible sequences for what I believe to be 
very important information.  

If you are impatient, or for whatever reason, would like to “preview the desti-
nation,” you may benefit by reading Illumination 232 first, then return to the 
beginning of these Illuminations.  You will also quickly see that I attempt to 
convey all these frameworks, principles and processes in graphics as well as in 
text.  I believe this enables easier and faster comprehension, and in many cases 
facilitates sustainable usage, for all the many different styles of learning within 
the readership population.  I expect that such a quantity of alien graphics may 
frustrate or intimidate some percentage of readers initially, but I do hope this 
is not so in the end.  I recognize that constructing these graphical representa-
tions also generates certain limits to the frameworks, since in this moment I 
am limited to lines and their polygons residing upon a two-dimensional print 
medium.  Realities are substantially more robust.  Rest assured, I have placed 
attention to ensure that no principle or process is severely compromised in 
doing so.

The reader might wish to know this has been neither a fast nor solitary endeavor.  
This body of work is the result of a passionate, progressive adventure spanning 
at least two decades with inevitable ups, downs, dead ends and the good for-
tune of many “eureka moments”. Throughout all the research, development 
and experiments, I have been abundantly blessed by the generous contribu-
tions of many people, organizations, institutions, associates and benefactors, 
each with a very wide range of experiences and circumstances.  Unfortunately 
at this point in time and in this place, they have become far too 
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The best way to make accurate sense of the present, and 
the best way to look into the future, is through the lens 
of good theory.  Good theory provides a robust way to 
understand important developments, even when data is 
limited. And theory is even more helpful when there is an 
abundance of data. This is the critical challenge of the 
information age. With more information available, it is 
harder to discern what information really matters.  Theory 
helps to block out the noise and to amplify the signal.
   

— Clayton Christensen

“
”

numerous to name for the reader’s patience. Nevertheless, I do desire the 
reader and those to whom I refer to know of my appreciation for, and humble 
acknowledgement of, every contributor within this special creative river of 
minds and situations who have helped and supported me along the way.

— Danny McCall
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